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Abstract

Abstractive document summarization based on neural networks is a promising approach to
generate a flexible summary but requires a large amount of training data. While transfer
learning can address this issue, there is a potential concern about the negative transfer effect
that deteriorates the performance when we use training documents irrelevant to the target
domain, which has not been explicitly explored in document summarization tasks. In this
paper, we propose a method that selects training documents from the source domain that
are expected to be useful for the target summarization. The proposed method is based on
the similarity of word distributions between each source document and a set of target docu-
ments. We further propose an adaptive approach that builds a custom-made summarization
model for each test document by selecting source documents similar to the test document.
In the experiment, we confirmed that the negative transfer actually happens also in the doc-
ument summarization tasks. Additionally, we show that the proposed method effectively
avoids the negative transfer issue and improves summarization performance.
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1 Introduction

Document summarization methods fall into two types: extractive summarization and ab-
stractive summarization. The extractive summarization methods select sentences as a sum-
mary from a given document. The abstractive summarization methods generate summaries
based on the pattern of relationships between input text and output summary by analyzing
training pairs. Although abstractive summarization methods potentially can generate a flex-
ible summary because it is allowed to generate new sentences, it requires a large amount
of training data to generate an appropriate summary. The training data preferably should
be documents in the domain that is the same as the domain the target document belongs to;
however, it is not easy to create a large training set in the target domain.

When sufficient amount of training documents cannot be obtained on the target do-
main, transfer learning is a promising approach to compensate for the lack of training data.
Transfer learning exploits training documents on a source domain, which is different from
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the target domain but contains a lot of training instances, to boost the model performance on
the target domain. It is anticipated that the transfer learning is helpful also in the document
summarization task for improving the quality of the summary to be generated. However,
it is also known that a negative transfer phenomenon possibly happens, in which the per-
formance is rather deteriorated than the case we only use the small number of training
instances on the target domain, because of a transfer of irrelevant information [1]. The
negative transfer generally happens when the relevance between the two domains is poor.
Therefore, selecting relevant training instances in the source domain is crutial to obtain a
good performance.

In this study, we consider inductive transfer learning that assumes a small set of training
data is available in the target domain and a large one is available in the source domain.
We address the following three research questions on inductive transfer learning in the
document summarization task.

• Does the negative transfer truly happen in the document summarization task?

• Can we improve the performance of the summarization by selecting source docu-
ments that are similar to the target documents?

• How much can the summarization performance be improved by using transfer learn-
ing?

In this paper, we propose a method for selecting source documents that contribute to the
improvement of the document summarization model on the target domain. The proposed
method selects the source documents based on the similarity of the probability distributions
of words that compares each source document and the set of target documents. We further
propose an adaptive approach that builds a custom-made summarization model for each test
document by selecting source documents similar to the test document. In the experiment,
we confirm that the proposed document selection methods improve the summarization per-
formance compared to standard transfer learning strategies. In addition, we show that the
negative transfer happens and the performance of the summary generation degrades when
we use dissimilar source documents for transfer learning.

2 Related Work

Inductive transfer learning is a kind of transfer learning in which training data exists in
both the source domain and the target domain. In the natural language processing field,
transfer learning methods that adopt model parameters to different word distributions have
been proposed [2, 3, 4] to overcome the mismatching of word distribution that depends
on the document topic. As a previous study of inductive transfer learning, Rai et al. [5]
have proposed a method for training a model using the source domain and target domains.
In this problem formulation, the distribution of source domain requires to be the same
as the target domain, and the case of the dissimilar distributions between domains is not
considered. Zhu et al. [6] proposed a method to dynamically update importance weight
of the knowledge obtained from source domain. This method directly uses the data in
the source domain as the training data for the target domain. In these methods, erroneous
information is potentially propagated when the relevance of each domain is low so that
the accuracy may deteriorate. Chattopadhyay et al. [7] have proposed a framework for
conducting transfer learning and active learning for adopting domain simultaneously by
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solving a single convex optimization problem. This method can handle situations where
labeled data is not available in the target domain at initial moment. However, there is a
disadvantage that the computational cost for active learning is enormous because training
data is selected one by one from the source domain.

In recent years, transfer learning has been successfully applied to document classifica-
tion and named entity extraction [8, 9]. These studies show that transfer learning improves
accuracy, but suggests that negative transfer potentially occurs. Tan et al. [10] have pro-
posed a method for avoiding negative transfer by passing through the intermediate domain
connecting the source domain and the target domain. For text summarization, Keneshloo
et al. [11] have proposed a method for leveraging a dataset other than the target domain as
training data. This method shows that summarization accuracy can be improved by using
the training data of the source domain for training the model of the target domain. However,
they did not examine the effects of the dissimilarity between the domains. Therefore, the
possibilities and effects of negative transfer in document summarization are still unclear.

3 Transfer Learning for Summarization based on Source Docu-
ment Selection

In this study, we use the pointer-generator networks as a generative document summariza-
tion model [12]. For training the model in an inductive transfer learning setting, we propose
a method that selects documents from the source domain and uses them for training along
with the training data in the target domain. In the document selection process, we choose
documents that are similar to the training data in the target domain in terms of the KL
divergence of the word distribution.

3.1 Problem Setting

We aim at constructing a document summarization model for the target domain using trans-
fer learning. We have three types of documents: a large set of documents in the source
domain S = {s1,s2, ...,sk} along with summary, a small number of training documents in
the target domain L = {l1, l2, ..., ln} along with summary, and the test documents in the tar-
get domain U = {u1,u2, ...,um}. A naive way of transfer learning is to train a document
summarization model by using all available documents L and S together. However, we
hypothesize that a negative transfer potentially happens if we use all the documents in S
because it may include documents that are considerably dissimilar to L and U . In order to
examine (and overcome) the negative transfer effect, we consider a process that selects the
source documents to be used for training.

3.2 Document Summarization using Pointer-Generator Networks

The pointer-generator networks is an abstractive summarization model with an attention
distribution that represents the parts of interest and a copying mechanism that determines
the parts to be copied from the text [12]. The pointer-generator networks are suitable for
transfer learning with the target domain and the source domain, because of the copying
mechanism that can generate a summary containing out-of-vocabulary words[11].

Let D = {d1, ...,dN} be a set of documents, di = {x1, ...,xv} be the ith document, and
x j is the one-hot vector of dimension of the vocabulary size. Each encoder receives the
embedding of the word x as input and generates the output state hx. The decoder generates
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the corresponding output by obtaining hxv , which is the final state of the sentence from the
encoder. The attention vector α j, the context vector c j, and the output distribution pvocab
are computed by the following formula;

ei j = vT tanh(Whhi +Wss j +battn) (1)

α j = so f tmax(e j) (2)

c j =
Tw

∑
i

αi jhi (3)

pvocab = so f tmax(V ′(V [s j⊕ c j +b])+b′) (4)

where v, b, Wh, and Ws are the parameters of the model to be trained. In the seq2seq
model with attention distribution, cross entropy loss is calculated using pvocab. Since pvocab
deals only with the distribution of words in the vocabulary, out-of-vocabulary words cannot
be considered, but the pointer-generator networks mitigate this problem by switching word
choices from the vocabulary or the target document with a probability of (1− pgen).

pgen = σ(Wcc j +Wss j +Wxx j +bptr) (5)

p∗j = pgen pvocab +(1− pgen

Te

∑
i=1

αi j) (6)

Wc, Wx, and b are parameters of the model to be trained. σ is a sigmoid function. If the
word x j is an out-of-vocabulary word, then pvocab = 0 and the model selects the appropriate
word from the target document based on the attention distribution. The final cross-entropy
loss is calculated from the following formula.

ŁCE =−
T

∑
t=1

logp∗θ (yt |e(yt−1),st ,ct−1,X) (7)

θ is a set of trainable parameters in the model, and e(.) represents a specific word embed-
ding.

3.3 Document Selection based on Word Distribution

We use KL divergence to select the documents used for the training of the pointer-generator
networks. First, we calculate the probability distribution of word P from all the training data
in the target domain L. The probability of occurrence of each word in L is calculated by
using the following equation.

PL(w|L) =
nw,L +α

∑
V
w nw,L +V α

(8)

where nw,L is the number of occurrences of the word w in the document set L, V is the
vocabulary size, and α is a smoothing parameter. We select a document in the source do-
main that has a similar word distribution to PL. The probability distribution of words is
calculated for each document in the source domain s ∈ S and compared with the proba-
bility distribution PL of the target domain. We use the KL divergence for comparing the
probability distributions. KL divergence is a measure of the difference between probability
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Figure 1: Distributions of compression rate (Top) and the number of words in summary
(Bottom).

distributions. Given a probability distribution Ps and a probability distribution PL, the KL
divergence is calculated by using the following formula.

KL(Ps//PL) = ∑
i

Ps,ilog
Ps,i

PL,i
(9)

The value of the KL divergence increases as the difference between the two probability
distributions increases. When Ps and PL are equal, the value of the KL divergence is 0. In
the proposed method, the top N documents that have the lowest KL divergence are used for
training.

3.4 Document Selection based on Length of Summary

Another characterization of training data is the length of summary. In general, the tendency
of the length of the summary can be different between the target domain and the source
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domain. Figure 1 shows the distributions of the compression rate and the number of words
that are calculated on the datasets we present in the experiment section. The figure indi-
cates that the distributions calculated by using the training documents in the target domain
L and the most similar (in terms of the word distribution) 10,000 source documents are
considerably different. Since the summarization models are expected to learn the patterns
of document-to-summary transformation in the training data, the difference of the summary
length may cause a negative transfer.

To examine whether the difference of the length of summary between the target domain
and the source domain causes negative transfer, we apply a process that selects source
documents so that the distribution becomes the same as the target documents. We consider
two features to characterize a training document, called length features; (i) the number of
words in the summary, and (ii) the compression rate that means the ratio of the length of
the summary and the input text.

First, we make a histogram of the length feature for the target documents L with a
specific range of bins. The range of each bin is denoted by { f1, f2, ..., fk}. We calculate the
probability that the length feature of a document in L falls into a range fi, denoted by rL

fi
.

In the document selection of the source domain, we decide the number of source doc-
uments to be selected based on rL

fi
. Let S fi be a set of source documents that have a length

feature that is in fi. When we intend to choose N source documents, we choose the most
similar NrL

fi
source documents from S fi . This process yields a set of documents S′ ⊂ S that

have the same length feature distribution, i.e., rS′
fi
' rL

fi
for all fi.

3.5 Document Selection depending on each test document

Document selection methods presented in the previous sections filter the source documents
S once depending on the word distribution calculated using the whole set of documents in
the target domain. However, this selection process possibly drops source documents having
important words for a specific test document. For example, documents about Japanese cul-
ture might be excluded from the selection process because it is a minor topic, even though
they will be helpful for summarizing test documents on the same topic. As motivated by
this consideration, we propose a method that builds a custom-made summarization model
for each test document by adaptively selecting source documents depending on the word
distribution of the test document.

In advance, we train a pointer-generator network using both the training documents in
the target domain L and the training documents selected from S by a method proposed in the
previous sections. We call the trained network a base summarization model. Recall that we
assume a set of test documents to be summarized U = {u1,u2, ...,um} in the target domain.
For each test document u ∈U , the proposed method trains a custom-made summarization
model by the following steps:

1. N most similar source documents are selected in terms of the KL divergence KL(Ps//Pu),
where Pu is the word distribution of u calculated in the same way as Eq. 8. We denote
the selected source documents by Su ⊂ S (|Su|= N).

2. Additional training epochs are applied to the base summarization model using the
training documents in the target domain L and the selected source documents Su. The
updated model is called a custom-made summarization model.
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Table 1: Average number of words in each domain
Average number of Average number of Average
words in summary words in document compression rate

Training data
of target domain

41.9 653 0.0847

Test data
of target domain

41.9 653 0.0850

Source domain 27.1 673 0.0756

In this way, the custom-made summarization model can exploit knowledge from the source
documents having words in u, which are possibly excluded from the selected documents
for training the base summarization model.

4 Experiments

In the experiment, we use the CNN dataset [13] as the target domain and the CORNELL
NEWSROOM dataset [14] as the source domain. In order to examine the effect of selection
of the source documents, we compare the ROUGE scores with different selection strategies
as we explain in section 4.3.

4.1 Experiment preparation

The CNN dataset contains the text of CNN news articles and their summaries. We chose
20% of the CNN dataset (18,516 documents) as the training data in the target domain and
another 20% of the CNN dataset as the test data. The CORNELL NEWSROOM dataset
is a large dataset containing 1.3 million pairs of the article and its summary written by
authors and editors from 38 publications. We use the 995,040 documents in the training set
of the CORNELL NEWSROOM dataset as the source documents. All words are converted
to lowercase as a pre-processing of the document. The KL divergence is calculated using
words that appear more than 4 times in the experimental data. The number of iterations of
training for the pointer-generator networks is 5000.

The statistics about the length of the documents and summaries in the dataset are shown
in the Table 1. The compression rate is the number of words in the summary sentence
divided by the number of words in the body text. The statistics of the training data and
test data in the target domain are almost the same. When comparing the data of the source
domain and the target domain, the average number of words included in the documents is
almost the same, but the summary of the source domain tends to be shorter.

In the document selection based on compression rate, match the ratio of document of the
training data of the source domain and the target domain in each section of the compression
rate 0 to 0.24 that includes 99% of the training data of the target domain. The length of each
section is 0.02. In the document selection based on the number of words in the summary,
match the ratio of the number of words in the summary of the training data of the source
domain and the target domain in each section of the number of the words 17 to 62 that
includes 99% of the training data of the target domain. The length of each section is 5.
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4.2 Evaluation methods

4.2.1 ROUGE score

We use the ROUGE score [15] to evaluate experiments. The ROUGE score is a mea-
sure used for evaluating document summaries and machine translations, and expresses the
accuracy of summarization by comparing the correct answer of the summaries with the
generated summaries. ROUGE-N evaluates the word match in the N-gram, and ROUGE-L
evaluates the longest match. ROUGE-N and ROUGE-L scores are calculated by the fol-
lowing formulas.

R-NR =
Cmatch(summarywords,re f erencewords)

C(re f erencewords)
(10)

R-NP =
Cmatch(summarywords,re f erencewords)

C(summarywords)
(11)

R-NF =
1
N

N

∑
i

2∗R-NRi ∗R-NPi

R-NRi +R-NPi

(12)

R-LR =
LSC(summarywords,re f erencewords)

C(re f erencewords)
(13)

R-LP =
LSC(summarywords,re f erencewords)

C(summarywords)
(14)

R-LF =
1
N

N

∑
i

2∗R-LRi ∗R-LPi

R-LRi +ROUGE-LPi

(15)

Recall indicates how well the true summary could be reproduced, and Precision indi-
cates how well the generated summary is included in the true summary. The f-value is the
harmonic average of Recall and Precision. In this study, we use 1-gram and 2-gram as
N-gram.

4.2.2 Human evaluation using crowdsourcing

We conduct an human evaluation of summaries by using crowdsourcing on Amazon Me-
chanical Turk. We randomly select 1,000 documents from the test data for the evaluation.
Three workers (reviewers) are assigned to evaluate each summary. In the evaluation task,
the original document and multiple summaries are displayed to the workers, and they an-
swer questions “How much you agree with the statements: The summary adequately ex-
presses the important points of the original text.”. Reviewers read the text summary and
rate whether the summary represents an important point in the original text, with a score of
1-5 points (higher is better). We calculate the average score for each method.

4.3 Methods in Comparison

We compare the performance of the pointer-generator summarization with the following
conditions.

• T+S(Similar10K): 10,000 documents with the highest similarities in the source do-
main are used as training data in addition to the training data in the target domain.
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Table 2: ROUGE-1
ROUGE-1recall ROUGE-1precision ROUGE-1 f value

T+S(Similar10K) 0.377 0.301 0.325
T+S(Dissimilar10K) 0.213 0.267 0.233
T+S(Random10K) 0.329 0.316 0.315

T+S(All995K) 0.306 0.301 0.297
T only 0.275 0.324 0.292

S(Similar10K) only 0.345 0.309 0.317
S(Dissimilar10K) only 0.057 0.058 0.054
T+S(CR-Similar10K) 0.272 0.319 0.288
T+S(CW-Similar10K) 0.277 0.315 0.290

T+S(Adaptive10k) 0.367 0.323 0.335

Table 3: ROUGE-2
ROUGE-2recall ROUGE-2precision ROUGE-2 f value

T+S(Similar10K) 0.137 0.106 0.116
T+S(Dissimilar10K) 0.043 0.054 0.047
T+S(Random10K) 0.113 0.107 0.107

T+S(All995K) 0.104 0.101 0.100
T only 0.074 0.087 0.079

S(Similar10K) only 0.120 0.106 0.109
S(Dissimilar10K) only 0.003 0.003 0.003
T+S(CR-Similar10K) 0.065 0.076 0.069
T+S(CW-Similar10K) 0.069 0.078 0.072

T+S(Adaptive10k) 0.130 0.113 0.118

• T+S (Dissimilar10K): 10,000 documents with the lowest similarities in the source
domain are used as training data in addition to the training data in the target domain.

• T+S (Random10K): 10,000 documents that randomly selected from the source do-
main are used as training data in addition to the training data in the target domain.

• T+S (All995K): all documents in the source domain are used as training data in ad-
dition to the training data in the target area.

• T only: the training data in the target domain is used for training.

• S (Similar10K) only: 10,000 documents with the highest similarities in the source
domain are used as training data.

• S (Dissimilar10K) only: 10,000 documents with the lowest similarities in the source
domain are used as training data.

• T+S (CR-Similar10K): 10,000 documents are chosen from the source domain to have
the same compression rate distribution to the training data in the target domain. The
selected documents are used as training data in addition to the training data in the
target domain.
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Table 4: ROUGE-L
ROUGE-Lrecall ROUGE-Lprecision ROUGE-L f value

T+S(Similar10K) 0.335 0.266 0.288
T+S(Dissimilar10K) 0.180 0.227 0.197
T+S(Random10K) 0.290 0.277 0.277

T+S(All995K) 0.269 0.264 0.261
T only 0.252 0.297 0.268

S(Similar10K) only 0.304 0.272 0.279
S(Dissimilar10K) only 0.055 0.056 0.052
T+S(CR-Similar10K) 0.247 0.289 0.261
T+S(CW-Similar10K) 0.250 0.285 0.261

T+S(Adaptive10k) 0.327 0.288 0.298

Table 5: Evaluation by crowdsourcing. The asterisk (*) indicates that the average score is
statistically significant compared against any other methods (p < 0.001).

Average score Standard deviation
Reference 3.539* 0.915

T+S(Similar10K) 3.629* 0.922
T+S(Dissimilar10K) 3.204* 1.086

T only 3.294* 1.008

• T+S (CW-Similar10K): Same to T+S(CR-Similar10K) except for checking the dis-
tribution of the number of words in summary instead of the compression rate distri-
bution.

• T+S (Adaptive10K): A base summarization model is trained by using T+S(Similar10K).
In addition, the model is updated using the 10,000 documents with the highest sim-
ilarity for each test data and the training data of the target domain as described in
Section 3.5.

4.4 Results

Table 2 shows the ROUGE-1 scores of the summaries generated by the methods in com-
parison. From the Table 2, we can see the f-values by “T+S(Similar10K)” are 0.325. The
highest f-value of ROUGE-1 (0.335) is obtained by the “T+S(Adaptive10K)” setting. In
“T+S(Adaptive10K)”, the f-values is improved by 1.0% by updating the model depend-
ing on each test document from the setting of ‘T+S(Similar10K)”. Since the f-values by
“T only” and “T+S(All995K)” are 0.292 and 0.297, the additional training data in a naive
setting that uses all the available documents does not to contribute significantly to improv-
ing the performance. The “T+S(Similar10K)” method improves the f-value by 3.3% from
“T only” and 1.0% from “T+S(Random10K)”. This result shows the effectiveness of the
proposed method that selects similar documents based on the KL divergence.

In Table 2, the f-value by “T+S(Dissimilar10K)” are clearly degraded by 5.9% from
the “T only” performance. This fact indicates that a negative transfer effect exists in the
document summarization task when we transfer the knowledge from the documents in the
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Table 6: Example of summaries. For this document, three crowd workers gave scores (4,
4, 5) for T+S(Similar10K), while they gave (4, 3, 3) for Reference. (For the workers, the
display order of the summaries were randomized.)

Original text: (CNN) – Kanye West has high expectations from his fans at concerts. And
if you can’t meet them, he’s going to need to know why. While performing in Sydney on
Friday, West paused his performance to request that all audience members stand before he
went on with the show. It’s not unusual for an artist to ask the audience to physically par-
ticipate, but West’s insistence at his concert Friday led to a very uncomfortable moment.
”I’ve decided, I can’t do this song, I can’t do the rest of this show until everybody stands
up,” West said, adding an exception for those with handicaps. ”No, seriously – I won’t
go on with the show unless y’all stand up.” As video from the concert shows, West really
wasn’t kidding, as he took several moments to scan the audience for anyone sitting down.
When he spotted two people who still weren’t standing, West initially griped, ”This was
the longest I’ve had to wait to do a song. It’s unbelievable.” According to The Hollywood
Reporter, one of those individuals had a prosthetic limb, and another was in a wheelchair.
After sending someone over to investigate why the two concertgoers weren’t standing,
West quickly clarified that ”if you’re using a wheelchair, then it’s fine.... Only if he’s in a
wheelchair.” Once he’d confirmed that those not standing really couldn’t, West continued
with his show. The stunt was met with an immediate backlash on Twitter. According to
the Daily Mail, it wasn’t the first time West has been criticized for making that kind of
demand. Opinion: Kanye West and proving your disabilities
Reference: Kanye west has been criticized for insisting the audience stand up during a
concert. The rapper was in australia when he made the demand. He held up the show
until he ’d confirmed that everyone who could was standing.
T+S(Similar10K): Kanye west has high expectations from his fans at concerts. And
if you can’t meet them, he’s going to need to. While performing in sydney on friday,
west paused his performance to request that all audience members stand before with the
show. It’s not unusual for an artist to ask the audience to physically participate, but west’s
insistence at his concert friday led to a very uncomfortable moment.
T+S(Dissimilar10K): The insistence to the artist of this fans of concerts, west paused,
the going, one, the the hollywood shows, the audience, all not unusual, as he took n’t meet
expectations.
T only: Kanye paused has high expectations from his artist at concerts. It’s not un-
usual for an show backlash, but west said says. ”stunt at his concert friday led to a very
wheelchair moment.
T+S(Adaptive10k): Kanye west has high expectations from his fans at concerts to know
why. While performing in sydney on friday, west paused his performance to request that
all audience members stand before he went on with the show.

source domain that have low similarity. This observation also demonstrates that the choice
of the documents in the source domain is crucial to obtain a better performance in the target
domain.

Tables 3 and 4 show the ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L scores, respectively. The same
tendencies we confirmed in the ROUGE-1 scores are observed in Table 3 and 4.

In order to investigate the effect of the length of summary of each domain, we compared
the performance of the methods that selects the documents in the source domain considering
the compression rate “T+S(CR-Similar10K)” and the number of words in the summary
“T+S(CW-Similar10K)”. However, the performance is worse compared to “T only”. When
we select 10,000 documents so that the compression rate has a similar distribution, the
document having the lowest similarity among the 10,000 documents was the 145,055th
document in the similarity ranking. For this reason, the proportion of documents with a high
similarity, which is considered to contribute to performance improvement, is decreasing. As
we show in Table 1, the Newsroom dataset considerably tends to have shorter sentences than
the CNN dataset. However, the result indicates that the word similarity is more important
than the length similarity in the transfer learning in document summarization task.

Table 5 shows the average scores of the human evaluation by crowdsourcing. “Ref-
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Table 7: ROUGE-1 score when varying the number of documents selected from source
domain in T+S(Similar10K) setting

5000 10000 20000 30000
ROUGE-1recall 0.287 0.377 0.359 0.345

ROUGE-1precision 0.331 0.301 0.311 0.309
ROUGE-1 f value 0.302 0.325 0.325 0.317

erence” represents the summaries given in the CNN dataset as the ground truth. Av-erage 
score of “T+S(Similar10K)” is higher than “T+S(Dissimilar10K)” and “T only”. “T
+S(Dissimilar10K)” has a lower score than “T only”. It indicates dissimilar sources do-
main reduces the quality of summaries. Table 6 shows example of summaries. “T
+S(Similar10K)” has a higher score than “Reference”, because the summary is longer than 
the reference. “T+S(Dissimilar10K)” and “T only” have not been able to generate a proper 
summary. Table 7 shows the ROUGE-1 score when the number of documents selected 
from the source domain is varied from 5000 to 30000. The f-value of ROUGE-1 is 0.302 
for “T+S(Similar5k)”, 0.325 for “T+S (Similar10k)”, 0.325 for “T+S (Similar20k)”, and 
0.317 for “T+S(Similar30k)”. The f-value is highest when the number of documents 
selected from the information sources is 10,000 to 20,000. Since the number of training 
documents in the target domain is 18516, it is considered that the influence of the 
additional documents was limited in 5000 documents. In the 30000 documents, the 
number of training data of the source domain is far larger than that of the training data in 
the target domain, so it is considered that the f-value was not improved.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed multiple document selection methods for transfer learning
in the document summarization task to avoid the negative transfer issue. We have 
empir-ically shown that the negative transfer actually happens when the source 
documents are dissimilar to those in the target domain. Additionally, we have confirmed 
that the proposed document selection methods improve the ROUGE score compared to 
the standard way to
use available training data in the transfer learning setting. The experimental results 
have also shown that building custom-made summarization models by using source 
documents selected adaptively depending on each test document improves the 
summarization perfor-mance.
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